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1. Introduction. The notion of a group G having periodic cohomology after k steps
was introduced by Talelli in [10], and is equivalent to having the functors Hm(G,—) and
Hm+q(G,—) naturally isomorphic for some q > 1 and all m sfc + 1. It extends to infinite
groups the long-understood phenomenon of cohomological periodicity for finite groups
(for which k = 0).

The nature of the torsion elements in a group seems to control the periodicity of its
cohomology, and in [11], Talelli suggests that any group with periodic cohomology after 1
step arises as the fundamental group of a graph of finite groups with periodic
cohomology.

It is natural to enquire when periodicity is inherited by fundamental groups of graphs
of groups from other families whose cohomology is periodic after k steps. Combinatori-
cally aspherical (CA) groups have a particularly simple cohomological description, and
have cohomological period 2 after 2 steps, characterised by cup product action [5]. Their
torsion elements are precisely the conjugates of powers of roots of their relators.
Examples are one-relator groups, small cancellation groups and knot groups. In [7] the
author analysed the cohomology ring structure of an HNN-extension of a CA group by
determining a condition sufficient to ensure that the extension has periodic cohomology,
characterized by cup product action. The necessity of this condition was not investigated.

In this paper, a sufficiency result is proved for any fundamental group of a graph of
CA groups: if the fundamental group (termed a "graph product" here) has finite
"uniform order" then it has periodic cohomology, and a cup product action completes a
chain isomorphism on the Mayer-Vietoris sequence of the graph product. If all edge
groups (or all vertex groups) are finitely related and the graph is finite, the graph product
has finite uniform order. Consequently, when all the edge and vertex groups are finitely
presented and the graph is finite, the cohomology ring of a graph product with trivial
coefficients in a principal ideal domain is finitely presented, and a presentation can be
found.

Furthermore, the necessity of the uniform order condition is proved: a periodic graph
product must have finite uniform order. Proofs use the exact form of the cup product,
calculated in [6], for the graph product. As an intermediate step, the concept of
"structural period" is introduced, and related to the usual period.

General references are [2] for group cohomology and [3] for CA groups.
I wish to thank Olympia Talelli for first interesting me in inheritance of periodic

properties and for her valuable comments on an earlier draft of this paper. A generalized
version of some of the results in [11] is presented in Section 2. I would also like to thank
David Rusin for prompting the study of necessity of uniform order.

2. Periodicity in graph products. Let D = (V, E) be a connected directed graph,
and let ($, D) be a graph of groups [2, p. 179], so that for each vertex v e V there is a
presentation Gv = {Xv \ Rv) and for each edge e e E there is a presentation of a subgroup
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Ke = (Ye | Se) of Gse and a group monomorphism <f)e:Ke^>G,e, where se and te are the
source and terminus vertices of e, respectively. Let H be the graph product (fundamental
group) of CS, D); that is, for a choice of maximal tree T in D, H has the presentation

H=(Xv,veV;e,eeE\Rv,veV;e = l,eeT; e(pe(y)=ye,y eYe,ee E).

If H has period q after k steps [10, p. 179], so do all its subgroups [10, 1.3], so in
particular, all the vertex groups Gv and all the edge groups Ke have period q after k steps.
It is natural to ask when a graph product H inherits cohomological periodicity from its
vertex groups, and, if it does, whether this periodicity may be characterised by cup
product action. These questions have been considered by Bieri and Talelli [1, 11] and the
author [7]. It is known that periodicity is not always inherited ([7, 3.7], [11, 2.2.b]).

When a minimum cohomological period is characterised by cup product action we
borrow the terminology from periodic finite groups and term a characterising class a
maximal generator.

DEFINITION 2.1 (i) If a group G has (minimum) period q after k steps a {maximal)
generator of degree q for G is a g e Hq(G;T) such that for any G-module A,

g\J-:Hm{G;A)^Hm+q{G;A)

is an isomorphism for m > k and an epimorphism for m = k.
(ii) If a graph product H has a generator in Hq(H; Z) then q is termed a structural

period of H.

A structural period is so called because the degree q generator will complete a chain
isomorphism on the Mayer-Vietoris sequence of H. Clearly the minimum structural
period, when it exists, will be a multiple of the minimum period of H.

For any Z//-module A the Mayer-Vietoris exact cohomology sequence (cf. [2, p.
179]) is:

. . .^Hm{H;A)-^ [I Hm(Gv;A)-^-* f l Hm{Ke;A)-^ Hm+\H;A)^. . . , (1)
veV eeE

where i* = H resc , C* is determined from the edge monomorphisms to be

C*(Ufv) = II {c>sl(KrUe) - resUfse)), /„ e H«(GV;Z),

and the isomorphism c* is induced from conjugation by e in H. A family {/„ e
Hq(Gv;Z), v e V) of degree q generators is called compatible if

se), eeE.

In [11, 2.1] Talelli shows that a graph product of finite groups has period q after 1
step if and only if every vertex group Gv has period q and there is a compatible family of
maximal generators. Her proof is, in fact, in terms of structural period (periods of such
graph products are always structural), and her argument adapts to any graph product
whose vertex groups have periodic generators of bounded degree.

THEOREM 2.2 [Talelli]. The graph product H has structural period q after some steps if
and only if every vertex group Gv has period q after some steps and there is a compatible
family {fv, v e V} of generators of degree q.
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Proof. If every vertex group Gv has period q after k — 1 steps and {fv e

H"(Gv;Z),veV} is a compatible family then C*{ U fv) = 0. Since (1) is exact, there
Wv /

is an element f eHq(H;Z) with resc,,{f)-fv, veV. Shapiro's Lemma implies that
fe = reSxXfse)= fes%j(J) ' s a degree q generator for Ke, eeE. By naturality of cup
product there is a skew-commutative diagram

PI Hm~\Ke;A) * Hm(H;A) > Y\ Hm(Gv;A) * U Hm(Ke;A)
eeE veV eeE

Hm+"(H;A) —» f l //m+*
e e E

and the 5-Lemma implies H has structural period q after k steps. Conversely, if / is a
degree ^ generator for H, then by Shapiro's Lemma, rescv{f) = /« 6 Hg(Gvi 2) is a degree

9 generator for Gw, u e V. From (1) it follows that C*( ] ! / „ ) = 0, so the family
\veV I

{fv,v e K} is compatible.

A periodic graph product will be structurally periodic when additional conditions
apply (as they do in [11]).

THEOREM 2.3 [Talelli]. / / H has period q after k>\ steps and if Hm(Ke;P) =
Hm(Gv;P) = 0 for all q < m < q + k, e e E, v e V and projective ZH-modules P, then H
has structural period q.

Proof. By (1), Hm(H; P) = 0 for all q + 1 < m < q + k and all P. Hence by [11, 1.1]
there is a generator of degree q for H.

We remark that Theorem 2.1 of [11] illustrates the application of (2.2) and (2.3)
above for the case k = 1 while the results below illustrate the case k = 3. A natural query
is: are there examples for every k > 1?

3. Graph products of CA groups. Every subgroup of a CA group has a CA
presentation [3, 2.5]. We assume from now on that Gv, v e V and Ke, e eE are concise
presentations of CA groups. If the edge groups Ke are all trivial, the graph product is CA
[3, 4.6], and its periodic behaviour is known. If the edge groups are all torsionfree, H is
cohomologically indistinguishable from a CA group after dimension 3.

Assume for the moment that at least one nontrivial edge group has torsion.
The main periodicity results in the torsion case depend on the fact that the torsion

elements in a CA group are precisely the conjugates of powers of roots of the relators.
Notation follows [6, 7]. For each v e V, let Fv be the free group on Xv, and for each eeE
write each relator s of Se as a power of its root: * = t"' e Se, for ns maximal. By the torsion
condition [8, Thm. 3], there are uniquely determined relators ps = tv/eRse and
Ps= (£sY;e R/e such that for suitable ys e Fse, y's e Fle and for uniquely determined integers
KS and K'S

*, = ystfy7l e Gse, &(O=y's<£',)Ki{y',rx 6 Gle.
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Write ks = Ksl{Ks, vs) and k's = K'J(K'S, V'S). (Note ns = VS/(KS, VS) = V'J(K'S, V'S); and if
ns = 1, KS = K'S = 0.)

Thus each s e Se, e e E uniquely determines three integers: ns, ks and k's. These turn
determine a crucial structure constant of H.

DEFINITION 3.1. Let S* = {s = t"s eSe, ns maximal:nJ>2} for each e e E. Define the
uniform order r// of H to be the smallest positive integer, when it exists, such that

seS+, eeE, (2)

and define ip = °° otherwise. If i/> is finite, define ps and p's for s e S*, e e E, by

(* , )* - l=p ,n , , (k'sy-l=p'sns (3)

so that i/; = 1 if and only if ks = k's = 1 and ps= p's = 0.

Such a i/> will always exist if {ns: ie 5^, e e E} is bounded above, for example, if D is
finite and all the edge groups Ke (or all the vertex groups Gv) are finitely related.

For each v eV, let L"be the Lyndon resolution [4, 2.1] for Gv, and let R* be the set
of all relators which are proper powers, i.e. R+ = {r = z"/eRv, nr maximal:nr>2}. For
each eeE, define If similarly (5^" is already defined). The edge monomorphisms
determine a Z//-chain map

C: © 1H ® L e ^ © ZH (g) Lu

eeE ZAf, ueV ZG,,

whose (unaugmented) mapping cone A/ induces the Mayer-Vietoris sequence (1), where
n* is induced from the canonical projection n:M—* 0 Z// 0 Z/ of degree — 1.

eeE ZAf,

LEMMA 3.2 [6, 3.3], cf. [7, 2.2]. In even dimensions the cohomology boundary map
on M is given for f e HomZH(M*,A), v e V and e e E by

, xeXv

= ef(te)-f(se)

, reRv

62(f)(e, s) = - 2 (ds/9y)f(e, y) + e% {d<pe(s)ldr)f{r) - 2 (ds/3r)f(r), s e Se
yeYr reR,r reRsr

,s) = - ("£' t')f(e,s) + e(kTy'sf(p's) -

Here d/dy, d/dr refers to differentiation in the free group generated by Ye, U (Rv UXV),

respectively.

4. Periodicity in graph products of CA groups. If H has periodic cohomology after
some steps, any period is necessarily even since the finite cyclic subgroups of H inherit the
period of H [10, 1.3] and also have period 2.
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We show firstly that if H has finite uniform order then H has finite structural period.
(The specific ZH-resolution M is used.) If i/> = 1, H necessarily has period 2t// = 2 since
the mapping cone M itself has period 2 after 3 steps. However, no maximal generator has
been found in all the cases t/; = 1. (See (5.1) below for a positive case.)

PROPOSITION 4.1. / / H has finite uniform order xj>, define A = max{t/;, 2}. Define
Pv : L2-* Z to be &(/•) = 1, re/?,,. T/ien [&]* is a generator of degree 2 A /or Gy. The
mapping /3: M2*—* Z given fey ZH-free extension of

/3(r) = l, re /? : , weV,
P(e,s)=p's-ps, seS+, eeE,

is a 2k-cocyde satisfying resc,,([j8]) = [A,]\ v eV.
Proof. By [5, 2.2], [/}„] is a maximal generator for Gv, so [/3U]A is a generator of

degree 2A for Gv. By the cup product formula [4, 4.1] for CA groups, /3£(r) = 1 = /?(r),
r e /?: , u e V. From (3.2), 6»(/3)(r) = 0. /3(r) = 0 for all r e /?^, v e V, and for all 5 e 5e

+,
e e E,

M/8)(e,«) = -«,j8(e,s) + ( ^ ( p D - (AOA/3(ps) = -ns(p's-ps) + (ktf- (ks)"

which is 0 by (3).

THEOREM 4.2. / / H has finite uniform order xp = 1, H has period 2 after 3 steps and
structural period 4. / / H has finite uniform order xp>\, H has structural period 2i/> after 3
steps.

Proof. By (4.1) {[/3,,]A, v e V) is a compatible family of generators of degree 2A so
that by (2.2) H has structural period 2A.

(The result can also be obtained by direct calculation on M, mimicking that of [7,
3.3, 3.4, 3.5] for the HNN-extension. In fact, if H is a free product with amalgamation the
result is immediate since H can be embedded in an HNN-extension [9, p. 187] with the
same uniform order.)

COROLLARY 4.3. If H has finite uniform order and the trivial coefficient ring A is a
principal ideal domain, H*(H;A) is generated as a ring by elements of degree at most
A + 2. If Gv, v e V and Ke, eeE are all finitely presented, and D is finite, H*(H;A) is
finitely presented as a ring over A.

Proof. The first result is immediate from (4.2). The second result then follows since
the Hm(H;A) are all finitely presented. Indeed, a presentation may be found (cf. the
remarks of [7, §4]).

The results above may be extended to include the torsionfree case (ns = 1, ks = k's =
0, seSe,eeE) by setting the default value \j) = l, since if all the Ke are torsionfree
(that is, aspherical, by [3, 1.3]), the mapping cone M of H is the same as that of the
free product * Gv after dimension 3 and hence has period 2 after 3 steps [10, 1.8].

veV

Since the free product is CA its period 4 is structural, hence so is that of H.
Assume from now on that edge groups may all be torsionfree.
Secondly, any period of H greater than 2 is structural.

THEOREM 4.4 [Talelli]. / / H has period 2q>2 after k steps then 2q is structural.
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Proof. If P is a projective Z//-module, then Hm(Ke, P) = Hm(Gv, P) = 0 for m > 3,
eeE, and v e V, because a CA group has the cohomology of a free product of finite
cyclic groups in dimensions ^ 3 . Then (2.3) applies.

Aperiodic graph products (with ip = °°) do exist [7, 3.7]. We show lastly that a partial
converse of (4.2) holds.

LEMMA 4.5. Suppose [a] e / /^(/Z; Z) is a generator of degree 2q for H, for
a:M2q^>Z. Then a(r) = l mod «,, for all r e R» (r e Rv if q = 1) and v e V.

Proof. Immediate since res^a-] ) = Wv]
q-

THEOREM 4.6. If H has structural period 2q after 3 steps then H has finite uniform
order dividing q.

Proof. Suppose [a] is a generator for H, for ar:M2(/—»Z. For y ^ 2 , let [f$e] =
res*Kr([Pse\), eeE and define a : © L ^ ~ 2 - » Z by o(s) = l, seS+, eeE, so that [o] =

eeE

II We]1'1 e II H2'-\Ke; Z). The cup product formula [6, 5.1] for the cohomology of H
eeE eeE

in dimension 2(y + q>) — 1 with coefficients in Z gives

*(<r))(e, s) = a(e, s). (k'sy-lK>*(o)(p's) + k«a(ps). n*{a){e, s)

= **ar(p,).l, seS:, eeE,

since n*(o)(r) = 0, r e / ? + , w e K Because [or] U JI*([O]) = JT*([pe]« L)[o]), kq
sa(ps) = \,

s eSe, e e E. By (4.5) a(ps) = 1 mod y,, and ns \ vs, so kq
s = 1 mod M, for 5 e 5*, e e E. By

commutativity of cup product with [or], the symmetric result (k's)
q = 1 mod ns for s eSg,

eeE, also holds. Since q satisfies (2), H has finite uniform order dividing q.

COROLLARY 4.7. The graph product H has structural period 2.max{<7, 2} after 3 steps
if and only if H has finite uniform order dividing max{<7,2}.

COROLLARY 4.8. The graph product H has minimum period 2ip>2 after 3 steps if and
only if H has finite uniform order xp>l.

The results above, together with the fact that if H has period 2 it has period 4 which
is therefore structural, prove that for graph products of CA groups,

finite uniform order e> structurally periodic O periodic.

5. Conclusion. Inheritance of cohomological periodicity by a graph product from
its CA vertex groups depends critically on the edge group presentations and mono-
morphisms. From (4.5), if H has tp = 1 and minimum structural period 2, then the
2-cocycle a inducing the maximal generator must satisfy

a(r) = 1 mod nr, r eRv, v e V.

By (2.2) this will occur precisely when the family of maximal generators {[/3«], v eV)
is compatible. Equivalently from (3.2), on writing {u:v) for the image of du/dv in Z,
this will occur precisely when there exist integers a{e, y), y eYe, e e E such that for each
seSe,

2 (s:y)a(e,y)= 2 (<t>e(s):r)a(r)- 2 (s:r)a(r).
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EXAMPLE 5.1. Let D be a bouquet of circles, so for all e e E, te =se = 0 (say), and let
(pt be conjugation by ge e Go for each e e E. If H has uniform order xp = 1 then the
minimum period 2 is the minimum structural period.

Proof. For all seS*, eeE, ps = p's, KS = K'S, ks = k's and the images in Z of
e d(g~lsgc)/dr and ds/dr are the same. If ip = 1 then ps=p's

 = Q so the mapping
p.M2—»Z defined as in (4.1) by Z/Mree extension of

P(r) = l, reRv, veV,
P(e,y) = 0, yeYe, eeE,

is a 2-cocycle, since E (s:y)P(e,y) = 0 = E ((g7lsge:r) - (s:r))P(r).
yeY, reR0

It seems unlikely a compatible family will always exist.

CONJECTURE 1. There exists a graph product of CA groups which has uniform order
ip = 1 and minimum structural period 4.

If H has period 2 then by (4.7) it has uniform order either 1 or 2.

CONJECTURE 2. If a graph product of CA groups has period 2 then it has uniform
order V» = 1.
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